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GREEN RETREAT
Who's got a ticket to ride?

All alone in the quest to study abroad

by Vicky Chesler

Every sophomore at Conn College has the option to take advantage of a once in a lifetime opportunity. Most of the countries in Western Europe and a few East Asian countries offer a myriad of subjects that a liberal arts student can pursue during the junior year.

Ernestine Brown is the director of special programs at Conn. One of her duties is to provide information and materials for students who wish to study abroad. Here is where the problems start. Sophomores have found it increasingly difficult to learn about the different opportunities available to them. A number of problems concerning space and money have made it extremely difficult for Ms. Brown to run a smooth operation.

Brown's office is smaller than a south campus room. She has no filing cabinet for study abroad and has many other duties with which to contend. These problems stem from a lack of administrative support for study abroad. Twenty-five percent of the senior class has spent time on approved programs away from Conn. This large number of students taking leave on approved programs seems to make it difficult for the administration.

Ms. Brown commented that the administration's policy is not to advertise these programs as the monetary aspect of the situation poses administrative difficulties. Students who leave on these programs usually go for either one or two semesters and it is not always easy to fill their vacancies.

Ms. Brown has been completely positive about study abroad since she took her job last year. However she has continuously stifled in her efforts to improve the lines of communication because of the aforementioned administrative suppression.

Brown proposes using library space to present and make information more readily available to students. Catalogues, applications and general requirement needs are all vital.

continued on page 3
President's reply

To the Editor,

I appreciate the students' interest in the operation of Physical Plant and I am concerned by the allegations reported in The College Voice. Mr. Knight is looking into these allegations, and will take whatever actions are appropriate.

I am very grateful for the high quality of work and the dedication to the College of the men and women in the Physical Plant Department, and I have Confidence that those who manage the work of the department will correct any problems that may exist.

Oakes Ames
President

Jeremiah

Oct. 19, 1978

To the Editor:

For a believer in old-time New England such as myself it was at once beautiful and scary to see some of the young returning to Puritanism (e.g. the recent article on the paint crew.)

Mr. Ogilvie is willing to apply the lash to the drunkards and loafers who have wormed their way into the midst of our college on a hill. Human nature being what it is, we'll probably always need Jeremiah's; and Mr. Ogilvie is a Jeremiah who writes with punch. His sermon is credible, and it stings. It made me examine my own hours of work and alcohol consumption—

resolving to increase the former and, decrease the latter before he zeroes in on the history department.

"Taint my brother, 'taint my sister, but I'm, O Lord, standin' in the need of prayer."

But even a wicked and adulterous generation cannot live on Jeremiahs alone; the New England clergy knew this. On rare occasions they would give a second chance to set my mind at ease and my heart to rest.

"A true community is a community of tribulation, and only because of tribulation, and only because he is in a community of spirt; they prepare the way to the promised land through the thickets of the pathless hour ... A community of faith truly exists when it is in a community of work."

Sincerely yours,
Richard Birdsell

Unhappy

To the Editor,

This is in response to Andrew Ogilvie's recent attack on Physical Plant. He took an isolated condition and blew it way out of proportion. Besides being just as bad an offender, wasting time taking notes even on how lazy the workers were. Two wrongs make a worse in my book. I can't justify either! I would like to point out that George Norcry, who was probably joking around exaggeratingly, about students being lazy, was only stating his honest feelings. I have worked for Physical Plant for three years and I find it repulsive to have to

pick up after those people. There are at least 40 trash containers on campus, but there must be a lot of cripples out there who can't walk 100 feet. They find no problem to walk across campus to the bar, parties or Harris. I pick up rotten eggs, moldy cheese, fruit debris and other endless rotten food. Not to mention cans, bottles, trash and the like. People must get off on smashing bottles on roads, sidewalks and in the grass. Of course it's my car that gets a flat tire, my foot that gets stiches and my body that is attacked by whatever flies out of the lawn mower. Students can be very apathetic as far as action goes, but that won't stop them from finding a new gripe to bitch about.

I can think of a lot of worse problems! So clean up your act and set some examples before you rush off to massacre another. We figured maybe about 15 percent of the students are the worst offenders, but my observations of the past say closer to 50 percent.

Connecticut College is amazingly well kept compared to the majority of schools. It used to be better. So do, Physical Plant, yourselves and your school a favor folks; take care of our college while we're here by cleaning up. And if you're going to miss the receptacles anyway - then 1) please don't break it (and 2) don't try to hide it in a bush, I still have to climb in and get it. Let's also try to watch our criticisms especially when they apply to ourselves also.

Recycling in the dorms is pathetic, except for Abbey; they are always fantastic and an occasional dorm in the complex. I think I'm getting one.

I have never worked with a more dedicated group of hard workers, who also have a sense of humor. It is a relief to set my mind at ease and my body to work Thursday and Friday afternoons. You'll see me mowing, raking, shoveling, recycling paper, sweeping, chopping wood, picking up trash etc. We have never worked harder for any job. I like it and I think so too. I think I'm getting better. I have never worked with a more dedicated group of hard workers, who also have a sense of humor. It is a relief to set my mind at ease and my body to work Thursday and Friday afternoons. You'll see me mowing, raking, shoveling, recycling paper, sweeping, chopping wood, picking up trash etc. We have never worked harder for any job. I like it and I think so too.

Thank-you I hope
Glady Clarkson.
Study abroad continued

In charge of the Study abroad programs, Eugene Teheneppe and Ernestine Brown.

formation for the student looking into study abroad programs. Conn librarian Brian Rogers is in favor of working with Brown. Eugene Teheneppe, former director of study abroad points out problems with this idea. Teheneppe had a great deal of problems with students who borrow material and fail to return the items. Many students have gone to his office in Fanning only to find out that the material was appropriated by another student. A solution to this problem could be achieved by a sign out reserve system in the library.

A major problem that Brown encounters is the actual acquisition of materials from the various programs. Brown does not even have funding for the postage costs involved in obtaining this vital information. Again, the problem is acquisition of materials from the various programs to which he-ele chooses. They include G.P.A., and the relevance of the program to which he-ele chooses. They include G.P.A., fulfilled requirements, and the relevance of the program to the student’s field of study.

Sophomores are still frustrated with the lack of information and will continue to be until the administration’s policy is more favorable to the entire concept of study abroad.

There will be a meeting for all students interested in study abroad and those students who have studied abroad on Thursday Oct. 26, at 4:30 p.m. in Unity House.
ON CAMPUS

Ronald Sarasin alms for Grasso's spot.

Sarasin said "we have to develop a climate to create jobs in the state, and encourage people who are here to expand their businesses. That has been the development of tax equity. "We should be fair," said Sarasin. "Business does not pay taxes, people do." He observed that Connecticut is "down 51,000 manufacturing jobs per day since Mrs. Grasso took office."

We have to have a highway and rail system that moves people around. We must sit down with businesses and say 'what do you need in four years and how can we help to make sure we are training people for skilled jobs.'"

Sarasin continued in a similar vein in talking about jobs versus the environment. "We've got to grow in this state to create job opportunities but it's not a trade-off with the environment. Both sides have to make compromises, but there isn't a trade-off. I don't think there is a conflict."

Sarasin cited three factors conducive to Connecticut's drawing business to the state. "First, Connecticut has no income tax. The climate in Connecticut is favorable, and thirdly, we are between population centers - New York and Boston. But you can't pass a law that says there will be jobs. It just doesn't work. We must make an atmosphere to create jobs in Connecticut."

Sarasin's hands-out accused the Grasso administration of "fiscal gimmickry." The Voice asked him what he meant by this statement. "One example is the governor turning a 71 million dollar deficit into a budget surplus. There is not magic to this. The 71 million dollar deficit was not even budgeted, but it ran up to 71 million in her first year. (Former Governor Thomas) Meskill had a 388 million dollar deficit, but he was able to pay it down. Governor Grasso borrowed money to pay for the deficit. So far only 25 million has been paid back, while taxes have been increased 260 million. The surplus wasn't due to any fiscal management on her part, but because revenue came in better than expected."

The Beacon Falls representative congressman also spoke on some other issues he was questioned about. He was asked about the CETA (Comprehensive Employment and Training Act) scandal that recently befell Connecticut. "We've run a dog and cat census, and we have counted manhole covers with CETA money. We have done all kinds of crazy things except train people for jobs, and we are talking about an 11 billion dollar program."

When questioned about marijuana, Sarasin says he does not "favor medicalization of marijuana. I find it difficult. Cigarettes, marijuana, and alcohol all have problems of their own, but people don't smoke cigarettes or drink the intent to get high."

Sarasin is in favor of nuclear power, at least "as a short term energy solution. I'm very comfortable with nuclear energy, but, as you know, there are problems with all energy. The biggest problem is in nuclear waste, but we can handle it."

The topic of abortion was brought up, and Sarasin was questioned as to how he felt about welfare paying for abortions. "I think taxpayers have the responsibility to pay for abortions for indigent woman. But abortion on demand is not taxpayer responsibility, except in cases like rape, incest, or where the mothers' life is endangered."

Minority voters in the Republican party was brought up, and Sarasin discussed the issue. "I think recruiting minority voters is feasible, but it's a two way street. The Republican Party, I feel, is the party of hope, freedom, and the opportunity to affect change." Sarasin elaborated by saying that "I think we offer an opportunity to serve. We are the party that gives people a chance to move up, we are trying to allow opportunity for people. It is not the kind of thing where we say there is something in it for you."

In conclusion with this, he was questioned about recruiting new party members, while keeping present members. "The Republican party is not controlled by conservatives. "Promise them anything but don't let them work" has been the philosophy of the Democratic party. We should be listening to people like Jesse Jackson who says the way out to work. This is a Republican philosophy. If someone wants to get ahead in politics," said Sarasin, "you do it in the Republican party."

Women aware

by Mindy McGovern

“What is the women's group,” you may ask, or "I didn't know we had a women's group on campus.” Although the group has not been publicized widely, the women's group has been meeting since the beginning of school. The meetings have been oriented towards two major goals. The first is to increase women's self-awareness, as well as group cooperation and unity. Secondly, the group is working to establish a center on campus which would house literature about such subjects as birth control, abortion, and the E.R.F. (Emergency Rest Room). The women's group meets every Tuesday, although the meeting places change every week. There are also small discussion groups which meet separately on Thursday and Sunday evenings.

Southside Johnny

Southside Johnny and The Asbury Jukes will be performing in Palmer Auditorium on Thursday, October 26, starting at 9:30. Tickets are $5.50 and $8.50 to the general public. Tickets are scheduled to go on sale Wednesday.
Robert Penn Warren and Eudora Welty are in residence this week in a four-day Forum on Southern Writing sponsored by the English department.

Two of the most talented and respected contemporary American authors, Warren and Welty have published works during the last few months. Warren's New and Then - Poems and Welty's The Eye of the Storm are both Random House books.

The only writer to have won Pulitzer Prizes in both fiction and poetry, Mr. Warren received the prestigious honor for his novel All the King's Men, in 1948, and the award for his volume of poetry, Promise, in 1958.

Critics have called Warren "the principal figure in the Southern Literary Renaissance" whose "regionalism is transcended by a moral concern with humanity itself." His numerous honors for poetry include the Edna St. Vincent Millay Prize of the American Poetry Society, the Bollingen Prize of Yale University, and the National Book Award.

Miss Welty has been called one of "the finest prose artists of her time." Literary critics have noted that the object of her writing is "the scrutiny of emotions" and that her stories "probe such dilemmas of human relationships as man's sense of separateness and need for love."

In 1973 Miss Welty was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for her novel. The Optimist's Daughter, and six of her short stories have won O. Henry Memorial Contest awards. She also holds the Brandeis University Creative Arts Award and medal of the National Institute of Arts and Letters.

Included in the forum's events during the rest of the week is a reading by Mr. Warren from his own works Thursday at 8 p.m. in Davis Hall.

Penn Warren has led the Southern Literary Renaissance.

---

By J. Newman

Seated at a large round table in front of the Harkness Chapel altar, the Dean solemnly intoned the names written on each ballot. Beside him sat two other Dean- scrutineers (vote counters) who carefully placed the ballots from the silver caskets, unfolded them and passed them to their colleague. It was the fourth and final ballot of the arduous Conclave that gave Connecticut College its third Tenured Professor. The waiting community was surprised and then pleased by the new tenure decision - a lifelong devotee of American education who seemed to show a rare blend of...but how had he come to be chosen? And why? Had some secret combine among the Trustees of the College brought him to the fore? Or was this a compromise, that despite formal assertions of happiness, really left nobody harnessed?

Connecticut College's most valuable resource is faced with a perennial problem. Which members of its junior faculty will, after their five years of trial service, receive the bestowal of tenure? Which will be guaranteed a life-long teaching position at Connecticut College? And why? What criteria are used to judge these Professors? The number of works they have published? Their degrees? The popularity of their classes? Their recognition in student needs? Often these questions remain locked in mystery, protected by a wall of secrecy that attends the Conclave. The voices of silence taken by the participants as they enter and are sealed in the outside world. But after last year's Conclave, perhaps out of sheer curiosity, a number of participants proved talkative and now we have finally been able to piece together some of the story of the Tenure Decision proceedings.

Probably one half of the one hundred and eleven Professor-elects that went into the Conclave were still undecided. But most were fairly convinced that the Tenures Prof might have to be someone unusual. A minority member perhaps. A minority Professor would be able to handle the delicate issues of equal opportunity in which the College continually finds itself inundated. Many of the faculty members (College bureaucracy) allegedly feared that a non-majority choice might even give a threatening new snarl to the College.

On the first ballot of that Saturday morning, when the Con-clave opened, the votes were hopelessly dispersed among a broad scattering of realistic as well as throwaway candidates. By the second ballot, taken right after the first, the lines were slowly beginning to grow clear. At noon, we were left with two sets of inconclusive ballots were skewered on a long needle and string and were thrust into the chapel hibachi along with black chemical flames to send up a loud rattle. We may never know who was chosen by the judges to sit in the South Green. But the ventilation in the Chapel was never very good and the black smoke seeped through the Chapel, partially obscuring the famous frescoes of Mary Harkness. For a quarter of an hour, the assembled College members covered their mouths and rubbed their eyes, until two windows were opened to clear the air. As the Professors broke for lunch, walking towards the dining hall, intense discussions were underway.

On the third ballot, at 3:30 (after a traditional nap) one Professor had taken a strong lead. By the fourth ballot it was all sworn up. As the count went on, no other name was mentioned. When the Professor over the necessary 75 vote mark, such ringing applause echoed in the Chapel, that a Pinkerton Guard posted outside was startled. He looked at his watch - 6:06 p.m.

The Chapel door was opened and eight Conclave aides entered to accompany the College Camelengo to the flustered tenure recipient who was seated in his place under a fresco of the Baptism of Horace Mann. The Camelengo, his face wreathed in smiles, asked the ritual question: "Do you accept this position?" Of course he accepted. After the singing of the College anthem, the new TENURED Prof was escorted to the Chapel men's room to change into his temporary Pul Professorial robes. Grinning happily, he took a seat in the Conn. College rocker that had been ceremonially placed in front of the altar and the joyous Professors approached him one by one to give their congratulations.

A few over zealous Professors were so happy that the conclave was over that they rushed to the hibachi themselves and stuffed their personal notes and tally sheets into the grill and ignited them. A white signal had already gone up, but now, with Professorial enthusiasm (coupled with the four remaining chicken wings left on the grill from the afternoon snack), the hibachi began to belch clouds of black smoke, which kept the crowd on the South Green guessing for the hour that it took the new Prof to make his first appearance.

After a ceremonious dinner, the mood became informal and all of the Professors, Trustees and members of the Pula played a game of Bacci.

This very brief, four ballot decision brings many questions to mind. How did the majority come to be chosen? We may never know the list, but it may have been better candidates. But the Conclave was never to an end. The next ballot to receive Tenure happily reflected on his new found appointed position. However, the rest of the community reflected on the wisdom and methods of his selection.
By Michael Adamowicz

In all of his courses, Prof. Niering tries to instill a deep appreciation of the ecology in his students. He stresses this theme because he believes the "environment is the most important thing that exists, since all life is dependent on it. I try to give the students a feeling for the diversity of life around them and develop within them an appreciation for the natural world and an interest in it. And that's something that will stay with the student for the rest of his life."

According to Niering, the biggest environmental problem the nation faces today is the "lack of an overall consciousness of the basic ecological principles." He feels that persons in affluent societies lose sight of moderation. For example, "we are trying to run away from the energy problem. We just don't want to conserve energy." Niering attempts to educate his students in a way that will demonstrate the necessity of facing the environmental problems on both personal and governmental levels.

Prof. Niering is very interested in trying to curb the ever-expanding population. He is one of three founders of the Zero Population Growth movement. This group is trying to hold the population at the present world level. Zero Population Growth has experienced great popular support in recent years. This group is vitally necessary, according to Niering, because "there is a limit on how many organisms a system can carry." The world population is fast approaching the carrying capacity of the earth and ZPG is attempting to curb the growth before it overloads the system.

The environment is the most important thing that exists. I try to give the students a feeling for the diversity of life around them and develop an appreciation for the natural world and an interest in it.

Dr. Niering believes that the government is beginning to take the needed corrective actions to prevent further damage to the environment and to restore it. "The government can only do so much. It is personal action that is absolutely crucial in changing lifestyles." Niering tries to demonstrate the need of ecological action to both his students and the government. Outside the classroom, Prof. Niering utilizes the recycling program and the group called Survival to bring about individual changes. By providing a campus-wide environmental model, the students can participate in corrective actions and take these practices with them when they leave the college community.

On the national level, Niering is a member of the National Wetlands Technical Council. According to Dr. Niering, "this is a small group of scientists selected to advise the federal government on wetland issues. This group is helping to highlight the functional role of the wetlands throughout our nation. We've lost about half of the wetlands. And now the nation is beginning to realize their vital importance."

It is evident from student responses that Niering conveys his messages in a meaningful and interesting manner. One student stated that "Mr. Niering has shown me the importance of environmental action. He vividly demonstrates a great concern for and knowledge about all aspects of the ecology." Another student commented on the holistic training he has received. He stated, "Mr. Niering and the Human Ecology department have trained me to look at an environmental problem from all sides-governmental, economic, biological, etc."
Niering is co-chairman of the Human Ecology department. He believes that the department is "a growing edge in terms of getting the school funds and attracting students. Furthermore, it is vital to the future in that we need to have people holistically trained to look at environmental problems."

The new department of Human Ecology is experiencing its share of growing pains. At present there is no one assigned to teach its seminar. Niering stated that "Human Ecology has problems mainly in the area of personnel. The College is trying to keep a balanced budget, which I admire highly. But it's difficult to be the director of the Arboretum, a teaching member of the Human Ecology staffs and also the chairman of the Human Ecology program."

However, despite these pressures, Niering is optimistic. He stated that "there is growing interest in the department. It should grow and mature. With the Arboretum as a resource, we're unique."

Niering demonstrates a great personal commitment to his students, the nation's environmental problems, and his field of botany. He is currently co-authoring a book on wildflowers with Mrs. Nancy Olmstead. In spite of all the ecological dilemmas of modern society, he remains a tempered optimist. He feels "you have to be that way in order to survive and do something constructive in society."

---

Arboretum

Getting off on green

By Peter O'Connor

The Arboretum is burning. It is, Really. Controlled burning experiments have been in progress in the Arboretum since 1968. The object of these experiments, according to Dr. William Niering, Director of the Arboretum, is to manage fire in a sound ecological way. America's Forest Service has trained its public that fire is always a bad thing. (Smocky the Bear) that fire has not been given the opportunity to realize its potential as a tool in land use management.

What these Arboretum experiments are attempting to do is study the role which fire can play in this job. Controlled burning is a tool in preserving open, grassy fields for recreation, preservation of field species of plants and animals, etc. The alternatives to burning are grazing and mowing, the first rather impractical and the other an unnecessary waste of our already scarce supply of fossil fuel.

But this is only one project happening now in the Arboretum. Over the years this four hundred and fifteen acre "green belt" has provided the Botany and Zoology departments with great opportunities for long-term research projects. These projects are often initiated and almost inevitably participated in by the students of those departments. Studies of vegetation change, bird population changes, tidal marsh dynamics, and other ecological concerns are ongoing.

Besides the role of burning in field preservation, it has been discovered that the Arboretum's bird population has become a more urban one, probably as a result of the development on all sides of this area. Thus Dr. Niering feels that the Arboretum is becoming "an oasis in suburbia." The change of many post-agricultural areas from open field to forest has been recorded, thus revealing much about the ecology of this region. The recent dredging of the Thames River by the Navy has most likely been the cause of large deposits of ash and bottom sediments in the Arboretum tidal marsh. The Arboretum has shown an effect of dredging which may have been overlooked or ignored by the Navy.

What many students may not realize is that the Arboretum extends over to the river side of the campus also. Thus Maspalocie Island, the tidal marsh, and two more tracts of land on that side of the campus are actually part of the Arboretum too.

For those students whose primary concern is not zoology, botany, or ecology, the Arboretum offers a tremendous resource for recreation and for "getting away from it all." It can thus be an oasis in another sense. A quiet walk in the Arboretum proper, that area around the pond which maintains a living museum of Connecticut and New England natural plant species, can be a needed relief from gray granite buildings and yellow pages. For the more venturesome, there are miles of hiking and cross-country skiing trails throughout the natural areas of the Arboretum. "Traying" and skating are favored winter activities, and Buck Lodge has been the site of many informal college gatherings.

The Arboretum supports a finely tuned, balanced, dynamic ecology which depends on the respect which it is given by its users. Students are discouraged from taking plants or wildflowers from the Arboretum (as this could lead to the eventual depletion of certain rare species) and from running in the Arboretum proper, where most people walk and congregate. This is a more a matter of courtesy than anything else, allowing more people to get more enjoyment out of other activities there. The Avery and Matthies Tracts, to the left of Benham Road west of the railroad tracks have been designated as the running areas. The Coast Guard cadets have also been informed that this is the only authorized area.

A reserve of four hundred and fifty acres may seem quite a "chunk" out of college land to devote to an undisturbed ecology within its borders. The need for more and larger such areas is implicit.

The Connecticut Arboretum is a unique resource, one that most college communities are not blessed with. It is a retreat from the hustle of the campus which is densely social, and from the artificial developments of modern living. With responsible treatment, the Arboretum will remain a natural resource indefinitely.
SPORTS

The playoff picture takes shape as the CCFL season winds down

The Harkness boys, led by off-campus refugee Dave Stewart, defeated Larrabees and Morrison. The Homecoming game between Harkness and Larrabees did not disappoint the fans. On the first half, hitting game, Beaver's Bashers produced two fourth quarter touchdowns to squeeze out a 14-7 victory.

The "Bee" boys will tell you that this Harkness victory was tainted because of a controversy involving the fine and suspension of linebacker Chris Colbert. It's rumored that Bert is still paying half of his weekly salary to the league office for alleged transgressions on or off the field. Shame on you, Bert.

On Monday, October 2, anyone playing flag football was either unaware of the biggest baseball game in 35 years or a Dodger fan who could care less about the A.L. East.

Two lesser known teams in the league picked up their first wins of the season. Freeman-Park (a geographical match-up arranged by a misplaced Floridian who thinks he's from New England) trounced imposing Wright-Hamilton, the team that is no more. Fred West's tough play led the victors.

One day after being ousted to Quod-K.B., Morrison battled Harkness. The game was no contest as Harkness won easily 38-6. Beaver shaved the Morrison pass defense to make several key blocks. The Harkness defense easily controlled Paul Greely's full-strike attempts to score.

Smith-Burridge, a team whose offense had been less potent than 3.3 beer, scored the first major upset of the season by crowning highly touted J.A. 21-16.

The McLaughlin brothers still can't understand how their defense could be so weak, but the bees are shaking off the jinx. John Bush took a pick from Peter Stotes in the first quarter and scored a touchdown pass to Tom Secklow. J.A. failed to catch on and challenged Bush to "show them again."

J.B., being the obliging Missourian he is, did just that, sending Poolock and Co. to the showers with a vengeance.

However, they aren't the only ones shaking their heads. In Larrabees, Fiskio, Wielig, and Social Davis must be wondering if the last two months of winter will ever melt.

Cross country runners romp

By Marsha Williams

Craig Lissner assessed the Conn College Cross Country Team accurately: when asked to reveal how the team was doing, he simply pulled out the sports section of the Boston Globe and pointed to the scores, where Conn appeared in first place above six other eastern schools in the Barrington Inviational on Saturday, October 7.

It's that simple. The team this season is really performing better than any previous cross country team in the school's history. It's ironic, since only a few years ago Conn was about to abolish cross country competition because of a supposed lack of participants, as well as lack of depth.

True, cross country is not a spectator sport, but the runners put just as much effort into it as athletes in other intercollegiate sports.

Ted Fisher, Paul Herr, Charles Kelli, Kevin Shafer, and Colin Cerrison placed second, fourth, sixth, seventh, and eighth respectively in their decisive victory in the Barrington Invitational. The closest competitor was 43 points behind. The team earned an equally important victory against Trinity on October 4. This was the first time in the school's history that the cross country team has beaten Trinity.

"We trained hard because we knew it would be a tough meet," said freshman Craig Lissner. "We all gave it our best shot."

The team practices daily, together during the week and individually on weekends. Usually they run 10 miles in practice, either with a broken leg. After certain intervals, or continually for distance. The girls work out with the boys to accelerate their improvement. Missouri's Mary E. Allen, and Pam Hinkle placed 19th and 20th respectively in their meet with Trinity.

Although there were not enough participants to make the meet official, the girls did good jobs. "Individually, we did our best," says Pam Hinkle, veteran cross country runner, who sees definite improvement in this year's team over last year's. "All of our new runners are excellent," Pam reported.

The team has suffered their only loss against Wesleyan on September 28. Coach Charles Luce remarks that Wesleyan was the best team they have run against, and that there is a good chance that Conn could beat them if they were to meet again.

Upcoming meets include Saturday, October 28 at Brandeis, and Saturday, November 11, when the Camel will run at the NCAA qualifying meet at Franklin Park.

NOTE: Colin Corley suffered a severe concussion as a result of a car accident; and therefore will unfortunately have to miss a few upcoming meets.

Swimmers build for future

by David Stern

Though few people are aware of it, the swimming program has undergone extensive changes this season. The Women's Varsity squad, loaded with some tremendous freshmen talent, is setting the pool with a newly formed Men's Swimming club. Both squads are training under the strict guidance of Coach Heidtman.

The Women's squad is working out daily to meet the challenges ahead. Led by co-captains Karen Paltrow and Jenny Burns, the Women's Varsity hopes to rebuild the team to its potential as a viable contender for the 1979 New England Championships.

The Men's club, led by captain David Stern, is just starting to develop strength. With approximately a dozen members, the club has insufficient depth to field a complete line-up; therefore, competition will be limited this season to co-ed meets. In the co-ed meets each team forms a male and one female for an event. The first season looks promising and there is great hope for the future. If the team can sustain its spirit and add to its depth, then it is easily conceivable that Conn will have a new Men's Varsity sport in several years.

The Women's varsity and the Men's Club contain new, strong spirit and teamwork that will carry the squads throughout the season. Both Women's varsity and Men's teams are composed of new swimmers. All talented swimmers are urged to "check out" the pool during any practice.

Women netters finish at 5-3

by Jill Crossman

Optimism is the key word this year for the Women's Tennis team. The team, which is composed largely of freshmen, is introducing several new faces, and has joined the co-ed league. As Coach Disaia says, "not only a state power but also a New England power."

This year's team is led by captain Hilary Henderson. Coach Disaia believes the main power behind the team comes from Donna Davis, Beth Smolens, Nancy Smith, freshmen members Libby Christie, Barbara Smolens, Spalding, High, and Linda Schaffer, the first ranked player on the team. Other vital members include Marcia McLean, Anne Dempsey, Laura Allen, Corey Light, Susan Rogers, Nancy Garlock, Rita Maninlinna, Perry Ruglett, Amy Greenberg, Marilyn Stevenson, and Mary Walzer.

The team finished last season with a record of 3-4. This season, despite having lost to Wesleyan and the University of Connecticut, two strong opponents, the team scored a crucial upset over Southern Connecticut with a 5-2 victory.

The team also faced well in a recent state tournament where members of the team reached the semi-finals of the consolation round.

Presently, Coach Disaia ranks the team third or fourth in the state, behind Yale and Trinity. Coach Disaia feels this third place status is an excellent goal for the team since Yale is really a "national power" and Trinity dominates the New England league. He also feels that the team's "quest for the third best team in the state."

There are many assets that are working in the team's favor. The nucleus of the team is composed of under-classmen, many drawn from the extensive recruiting program that Coach Disaia has instigated, and because of this the prospect of the team becoming a future major school is entirely possible in the next two years.

Coach Disaia claims that all of the women are "well-educated scholars" and that it is only a matter of their "adapting to collegiate tennis." Coach Disaia is impressed with the team's look and attitude. They are a "sharp looking team," and "their attitude impresses other coaches as well as other players." The team's overall appearance and the way in which they carry themselves is crucial in setting the example.

They have also developed "a sense of team unity and pulling for each other." This season the girls are very hard to achieve in tennis, especially in singles where the player is one on one with her opponent. Yet, the women's team has reached the semi-finals of the New England Invitational, "we've lost but haven't given it away."

The team's enormous potential looking team: "I think the team can attain their goal of becoming a New England school. I think the team can be the best, as was played on October 21 and 22 at Amherst where they played in the New England tournament.

Nylfenger's flute

Noted flutist Thomas Nylfenger will give a concert this Tuesday (Oct. 25) at 8:00 p.m. in Palmer Auditorium at Connecticut College.

He will also give a master class, open to all levels of flute playing, at 2 p.m. on the afternoon of the concert.

Flutist with the New York Woodwind Quintet, since 1969, Nylfenger has recently served as principal flutist of the Mostly Mozart Festival at Lincoln Center and also at the Casals Festival in Puerto Rico. He has been a member of the Indianapolis Symphony and New York City Opera. He is a member of the Andover Chamber Players and contemporary Chamber Ensemble, for which he made a number of prize-winning recordings.
E N T R E T A I N M E N T

Mediocre after all these years
By Michael Sittenteid
Madison Square Garden, immense and acoustically inferior, is not the ideal setting for a concert by Bob Dylan. Numbers of singing and subtleties of expression are often lost in a hall the size of the Garden. With his huge group eight musicians and three backup singers Dylan at times discarded such subtleties in his recent New York appearance.

As has been the case over the years, Dylan is at a perplexing juncture in his career. The recorded material which appeared after his brilliant Blood On the Tracks has been, to say the least, disappointing, Dylan's three most recent albums the inconsistent Desire, Hard Rain, which is mostly atrocious and the muddled Street-Legal bring into question his credibility as an artist.

How can the same songwriter who produced remarkable albums like Highway 61 Revisited, Blonde on Blonde, and John Wesley Harding create the wretched 'Jozie' from Desire or the simple-minded 'True Love Finds To Forget' on Street-Legal? At the moment the only place where Dylan can affirm his power and artistry seems to be on stage.

In the midst of the longest tour of his career, Dylan appeared before a loud and enthusiastic New York audience (ironically, Bruce Springsteen, who has openly emulated Dylan, was greeted by far more fanatical fans in an August appearance in the Garden.) The show promptly opened with three songs which betrayed several problems of the singer and his band. Dylan was bellowing more than singing, the instrumentalists pounded away all of the song's subtlety and charm, and the backup chorus robbed the words of much of their power. Particularly dreadful was the leaden performance of 'Shelter From the Storm.'

But just when this observer's enthusiasm began to turn into despair, Dylan charged back with a moving version 'Tangled Up In Blue.' Dylan's basic approach in performing is to rearrange his songs so that they sound dissimilar from the original recordings. Thus the only songs which sounded much like their album counterparts were the new tracks from Street-Legal. The rearranged 'Tangled Up In Blue worked exceedingly well; Dylan sang dynamically accompanied only by his guitar, an electric keyboard, and a bass.

The rest of the concert was exceptionally good with few lapses. Energetic performances of 'Ballad of a Thin Man,' 'All Along the Watchtower,' 'Like a Rolling Stone,' and 'One of Us Must Know' proved that Dylan still retains much of his conviction and forcefulness. With the tender 'I Want You,' performed with only an acoustic guitar, Dylan revealed his ability to make a quiet, simple song into a passionate statement of love, a great defect of the concert was what 'I Want You,' was the only acoustic number. The substitution of more soft, sensitive ballads for raucous songs would have improved the show immensely.

Throughout the evening Dylan was talkative, joking with the audience and the band members. Perhaps he is shedding his image as a secretiv brooding artist in so of the image of a performer happily seeking success. After all, Dylan evicted nothing less than a Vegas act with his clothing (this shirt was unbuttoned practically down to his navel). Where have the mournful troubadour or renegade absurdist rocker in Bob Dylan gone? Have these persons been replaced by a schmaltzy pop performer? Not really. Dylan showed at his concert in the Garden that he is still a vital performer with much of the fervor and passion he displayed during his earlier days. He is simply appearing in a different guise.

Sax flak
Interview with a music major
by Nicole Gorden
Making a decision to major in the arts is not easy when career opportunities often prove to be a matter of chance or just knowing the right people. Music Major John Broley sees his training at Conn. "As an enrichment process, not geared to a career. Studying liberal arts means education," he explains, "with the goal of becoming a well rounded person."

As one of about 20 music majors Broley talks about the advantages and disadvantages of being at Conn. "The facilities are incredible," he states. "The music library is well stocked and the presence of an art center is a definite plus. It lends an identity to music and art." However, Cummings is not architecturally sound. "You can't use the practice rooms during a concert which he remarks provokes "a lot of flack." The只有 acoustic guitar, Dylan revealed his ability to make a quiet, simple song into a passionate statement of love, a great defect of the concert was what 'I Want You,' was the only acoustic number. The substitution of more soft, small departments. As a result, this can be limiting. Broley explains. "The viewpoints in the department aren't oriented towards new music. Much of the department doesn't believe in improvisation and feel jazz is not serious music. Since the sax is not much more than a century old, most music written for it was completed only in the last 20 years." Broley receives criticism from playing new works or transcribing old works for the sax. He states "There's a certain degree of danger when a college is not located in a city. No constant flow of new teachers and views exists. An influx of new ideas is necessary to the growth of a student musician." Another important element is competition. "I could be the only person out of high school who plays the sax in New Lenox. I do get a lot of positive responses from my playing at school, yet there are guys studying on street corners in Boston who just blow me away."

Broley looks at the future and wonders if he'll be hearing tables. "I doubt I'll be composing. I'd love to just play music night and day."
Boys and girls! Have you been having an easy time playing with your food but having some problems eating it? Well Bob Hill has discovered a way that allows you to do both. First you take two large handfuls of lunch, and then pulverize it in your hands. Just squeeze the everlovin' bejeepers out of it, then pour it into your favorite beer or just have it on the rocks. Drinking your lunch is fun and easy to do. In this picture Bob is enjoying one of his favorite desserts, and now YOU CAN MAKE IT TOO. Here's how:

1. 1 oz. cream de cacao
2. 1 oz. cream de monthe
3. 1 oz. Yukon Jack
4. 1/4 tsp. crushed spaghetti and
5. a pinch of Drano
6. 1/4 tsp. cream de cacao
7. A slice of lemon (if desired)

I am DEVO! D-E-V-O shouted an aye struck Peter Stokes as he watched Dave (deevolution) perform on Saturday Night Live. Devo is a new group that moves like Shields and Yarnell and sings like Alva and the Chipmunks on dope. They have made an impact on impressionable minds like Peter's and have caused many to believe that they have been de-evolved. The people who aren't affected by Devo are obvious. They were watching Rescue from Gilligan's Island instead of Saturday Night.

Are you a bit puzzled by Harkness success in dorm football this year? Possibly you are a little incredulous that this team is going undefeated and may even win a second championship. But surely you are at least curious to know who is behind this great rag-tag team? The man behind the team is Conn's answer to George Steinbrenner... he is Abdul Gundi Dada. Like most filthy rich Saudis Abdul has managed to wheel and deal virtually unnoticed. His first move was to purchase the soccer team and release Clyde McKee and Hugo Smith on waivers. He then paid himself the waiver fee and put them on the football team. He also purchased quarterback Dave Stewart's contract from the Cowboys and found unknowns Bob Raggerio and Louis Lora in some swamp and made them into stars. Abdul has denied rumors that he has bought the entire CCFL and asked his other teams to lose to Harkness which would enable him to clean up with his bookie.

For all you prediction buffs out there, there is good news and bad news. First the good news; another of Nostradamus' (1550-1568) predictions has come true. The prophet predicted the reign of a pope Paul (Paul), would be but 34 days. Accordingly, if the next pope was also named Paul he would be the last pope. Now the bad news. Nostradamus predicts a terrible war breaking out at the end of this decade. He also predicted that New York will be poisoned through its water supply and that the world will end around the year 2006. But cheer up. That beats the Farmer's Almanac's prediction by 19 years.

The Rocky Horror Picture Show was shown here a couple of years ago and was quite popular. But nationwide the film developed a strong cult following with many patrons seeing it 10 or 15 times. In New York and Boston many audiences return habitually and repeat all the lines along with the movie. Thus Rocky Horror showings have an almost party-like atmosphere. Well the Gorton Camp has picked up Rocky Horror and so have a lot of Conn folks. People here are boasting their fifth or sixth time and why not? "The Sweet Transvestite" is the sexiest thing I've ever seen" claimed Harkness' Lisa Kingman. Ann Allan thought that: "Meadleaf was "gross but sooo sexy."

The group was a Rocky, equipped with scars, bleeding cuts, and other strange paraphernalia.
**Comic Relief: Day at Yankee Stadium**

Illustration by Max Moore

by Steven Shaffer
Sunday, October 15

"Why is this week so different from all other weeks? Is it because the U.S. and the Soviet Union came to an agreement on the number of ICBM's each side will deploy, or because the prospects of a Mideast peace are becoming reality, or perhaps becauseocardinals throughout the world have gathered in the Vatican to select a new Pope?"

If your guess was one of the above, discard your copies of Foreign Affairs and other somber international reports and promptly obtain a copy of the sports page of the New York Post or L.A. Times. For this week is the week that the most competitive battle, albeit a different kind, will be fought. This week the Los Angeles Dodgers confront the New York Yankees. What exactly does this event signify? On the first level it signifies the World Series; a do-or-die situation in which the winner mounts the global throne of baseball. Consequences for the winning team include bonuses and fame, while the losing team suffers the brunt of public hostility. These consequences doubtless will replace even the most profound events of the week that the most profound events of the week, special occasions, namely, with other more marked events that are everyday lives.

Thus, the series that looms largest this week is a comic relief. It is a pleasure to see so many people devoted to something as harmless as this series. Certainly, arguments and disagreement abound as to which team shall win. But unlike that, Talk, these quarrels are innocuous and, moreover, provide for a personal interchange of ideas that are concrete and realizable. The interchange about whether the Dodgers or the Yankees will win can surely make a discussion about the possibility of nuclear war seem a bit futile. Further, not only can you observe the series with favorite beverage in hand, but you can be there from the beginning to the absolute end. Not so, of course, with other more marked events that are ominous factors in our everyday lives.

For a brief moment in our lives we can drop global concerns and concentrate on something that cannot possibly affect the course of world relations. Everyone can participate, if they so choose. Indeed, I have found that there are very few neutrals remaining on the campus today.

Indeed, the people are divided and their vehemence is aroused. There is, however, a significant difference which separates this week from others: namely, healthy participation on this battlefield produces few ill effects for those involved (except for a bad aftertaste for the losers) and serves as an emotional outlet that has little serious consequence. Rare is the occasion today that evokes such mass partisan devotion for the pure fun of it. And what are the global consequences of the outcome of this series. Unashamedly, I say none.

---

**Universal Food Store**

**Cold Cuts Fresh Bakery Fresh Produce**

**Fresh Meats Cut to Order**

391 Williams St.  Hodges Square

All your party needs:

- ice cold beer-mixers-chips + dips.

---

**Gates and Beckwith**

Do It Yourself - Center

**GARDEN SUPPLIES**

**HARDWARE**

**POTTING SOIL**

**PAINT, VARNISH**

**KEYS, HANDBOOLS**

**STAINESS LOCKS**

"Odds & Ends at the foot of the hill"
Banquet facilities for all occasions
327 Huntington St., New London, Conn.
185 North, Exit 12, South Exit 14E, left at light after Hedges Square

30% student discounts with $5.00 minimum purchase.

PIZZA BARN
GRINDERS SPAGHETTI
PIZZA AND BEER ON TAP
Buy 4 Pizzas, get one free or one large soda.
Beer in frosted mugs
Open: Mon. - Thurs. - 'Til 2:00
Fri. - Sat. - 'Til 3:30
Sundays - 'Til 1:30
Phone: 442-8969
204 Montauk Ave., New London, Ct. 06320
'10 Purchase can be delivered!

COLOR CHOICE
WATERFORD CENTER
106 BOSTON POST RD., WATERFORD
We're "5 Stores In 1"
Wallpaper & Paint • Custom Framing
• Graphics • Arts • Crafts
442-0626

We give 10% student discounts with $5.00 minimum purchase.

For your Drinking and Dining!
BANK STREET CAFE
639 BANK ST. N.L.
Good Music Fine Drink
GREAT ATMOSPHERE
Reasonable Priced 55¢ Draft Beer
Downtown, it's the "BANK STREET"